Mist Net Capture Kit

Advantages & Benefits

- Will not harm birds! Catch and release
- Made from extremely fine fibers that birds cannot see
- Designed to capture multiple birds with 1 net
- Kit comes in a padded carrying case designed to withstand years of use
- Mist nets available in 4 sizes

Use with Sparrow Charmer™

The Bird•B•Gone® Sparrow Charmer™ lures sparrows into netting and traps through the broadcast of Bird•B•Gone®’s proprietary sparrow call.

Kit Includes:

- One 10’ x 30’ Mist Net
- Two telescoping poles
- Laser tool
- Two magnet covers
- Pole attachments to hang poles from ceiling beams

All in a Convenient Carrying Case!

The Mist Net Capture Kit from Bird•B•Gone® contains everything you need to start capturing birds using mist nets. Poles, net, laser and attachments are all included.

- Humanely captures birds for removal
- Perfect for Big Box stores and warehouses
- Net can be used several times

Bird Species

- Small birds including sparrows

Where to Use

- Warehouses, Big Box stores, airplane hangars, grocery stores

Material

- UV protected Nylon

Bird Pressure

- Light to heavy

The Bird•B•Gone® Sparrow Charmer™ lures sparrows into netting and traps through the broadcast of Bird•B•Gone®’s proprietary sparrow call.
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